NETSource takes cyber security to a “single pane of glass” with the
launch of NETSecure Virtual Security Operations Center (vSOC).
Denver, CO, May 1st , 2017 – NETSource Inc, a Solutions & Services Integrator (SSI)
specializing in cyber security solutions is pleased to announce the release of its NETSecure
Virtual Security Operations Center (vSOC), in partnership with Vertek. NETSource now offers its
clients leading edge personnel, processes, and technologies by combining in-depth knowledge
of enterprise business intelligence, process development, and managed security within a single
service. This approach allows customers to leverage 24/7/365 security monitoring and
intelligent alerting based on the ever-changing threat landscape.
This focused service aggregates disparate security and event log sources from on-premises to
cloud-based platforms, providing a single-pane-of-glass to aid in responding to today’s everevolving cyber security landscape. Organizations will benefit by outsourcing their continuous
network monitoring and cyber-threat detection; saving time and money when it matters most –
in the face of a cyber-attack. NETSource vSOC works with clients’ IT departments to give them
up-to-date cyber security threat alerts and remediation guidance, while actively monitoring their
company assets for potential hacking attempts or active intrusions. At NETSource, we design
with security in mind across the entire stack while planning for the complete lifecycle of all
elements of the enterprise. We call this “Secure by Design.”
“The implementation of a vSOC is an essential part of our cyber security strategy. By enabling
our vSOC, we are now able to reduce our customers’ complexity and enhance visibility across
their entire network while wrapping in 24/7 monitoring to address those most critical issues.” -Brian Lee CEO of NETSource
“Our sole focus with the vSOC approach is to become that trusted advisor, and reduce the false
event rate and alert fatigue plaguing customers today. This service will allow our customers to
focus on their core business requirements and let NETSource be the eyes on glass.” -- John
Ayers CISO of NETSource
About NETSource
Established in 1996, NETSource has provided IT solutions and services to hundreds of organizations globally, from
Fortune 500 companies to the largest federal agencies. Our methodology entails driving business outcomes by
delivering secure end-to-end solutions. It starts through our thought leadership to enable organizations to
understand the current market dynamics and challenges that they and their peers face today. We then apply an
agnostic approach when developing a solution to solving these challenges and or needs. Our solutions are
comprised of “Best In Class” IT Vendors, including emerging and disruptive technologies which we fully support
and maintain.

About Vertek
The Vermont-based solutions and security provider is a strategic AlienVault Managed Security Services Provider
(MSSP) partner. With a proprietary Cloud Collector Platform, and custom development capabilities included in

their approach, Vertek adds a layer of differentiation that most MSSPs competing in this space don’t offer. Vertek
has offices in VT and NJ, and has been serving organizations nationwide since 1988.

